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Garage Doors
24
Suspicious Vehicles
3
Suspicious Persons
3
Calls for Assistance
2
Vandalism
2
Lights Out
0
Irrigation Leaks
1
Daily Vacation Watches
503
Police Response Requests 2
Car Accidents
0
Solicitors
0
Afterhours Calls
0

060515
At approximately 0139 Security Officer D. Emerson was in the Country Club
parking lot when she heard a ‘blood curdling” scream “Help Me”. She called
Phoenix Police and Officers searched the area with nothing found. Patrolmen
stayed in the area for awhile and patrolled throughout Valle De Luna looking for
suspicious activity.
061315
At approximately 2300 Security Officer D. Emerson received a call from a
resident at 343 E. Moon Vally Dr stating that Two male teeneagers were seen
throwing beer cans onto the side of her house. Due to the limited access inside
Sunset North the Two subjects were unable to be located.
061515
Security Officer B. Ledbetter found an irrigation leak while patrolling at 435 E.
Deepdale.
061715
At approximately 0042 while patrolling the neighborhoods Security Officer B.
Ledbetter came across Two houses that had been toilet papered. 628 & 619 E.
Brook Hollow Dr. No suspicious people were in the area.
At 0232 an unknown resident called about loud noises outside their house on
Indian Wells. No suspicious people were in the area but there was a large
amount of vehicles parked along the streetside, the noise most likely came from
people coming and going to their vehicles.
062115
Shortly after 2300 Security Officer D. Emerson received a call from a resident
at 112 E. Moon Valley Dr stating that someone woke her and her husband up

by banging, ringing the bell and screaming outside their front door. The
husband went out and wasn’t able to see anyone, nobody was in the area when
Officer D. Emerson arrived. A few minutes later Officer D. Emerson received
another call about the same individual at their house, the male subject
appeared to be drunk or mentally impaired according to the caller. Both
Phoenix Police Officers and D. Emerson searched the area for the man in
question but he was unable to be located.
063015
At 2025 Security Officer B. Ledbetter received a call from a resident in regards
to someone putting fireworks into their mailbox at 312 W. Gleneagles Dr. When
Officer Ledbetter got to the area he saw no suspicious people or activities in the
immediate area. He drove throughout the neighborhood for awhile searching.
063015
While patrolling Security Officer B. Ledbetter found an irrigation leak at 14825
N. Moon Valley Dr.

